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ABSTRACT

1

Managing technical debt includes the detection and assessment of
debt at the code and design levels (such as bad smells). Existing
approaches and tools for smell detection primarily use static program data for decision support. While a static analysis allows for
generating smell candidates without executing and instrumenting
the system, such approaches also come with the risk of missing
candidates or detecting false candidates. Moreover, alleged smell
candidates might result from a deliberate design decision (e.g., of
applying a particular design pattern). Such risks and the general
ambivalence of smell detection require a manual design and/or code
inspection for reviewing all alleged smell candidates.
In this paper, we propose an approach to obtain tailorable design
documentation for object-oriented systems based on runtime tests.
In particular, the approach supports a tool-supported triaging of
code-smell candidates. We use runtime scenario tests to extract
relevant execution traces. Based on these execution traces, different
(automatically derived) model perspectives on method-call dependencies (e.g., dependency structure matrices, DSMs; UML2 sequence
diagrams) are then used as decision support for assessing smell candidates. Our approach is implemented as part of the KaleidoScope
tool which is publicly available for download.

In general, Technical Debt (TD) can be introduced accidentally by
hasty and ill-prepared design decisions, or intentionally in order
to balance typical forces such as budget or time constraints. For
example, TD can be caused by project-schedule pressure or a lack
of developers’ skills [54]. Debt items at the design level are typically
caused by code smells (see, e.g., [13]) or violations to known design
patterns (see, e.g., [15]), which negatively affect the code quality
regarding its maintainability and evolvability.
Managing TD includes the tasks of detecting, evaluating and
repaying debt [1]. In particular, the detection and evaluation of code
smells is a complex task, because many types of smells are only
hard to identify by manually inspecting source code and/or design
documentation. Moreover, the size of a code base and/or the lack of
design documentation can render a manual inspection even more
difficult. Thus, automation and decision support for smell-detection
as well as design/code critique tools have been proposed to simplify
corresponding inspection tasks (for an overview, see, e.g., [10]).
Popular tools for smell detection [9, 37] and for design critique [3,
19, 55] provide visualizations of different dependencies or metrics
as decision support. Such tools usually leverage static program
analysis techniques. While a static analysis allows for finding smell
candidates without executing the corresponding software program
[53], a static analysis also comes with the risk of missing smell
candidates or of detecting false candidates. For example, alleged
smell candidates might result from a deliberate design decision (e.g.,
of applying a particular design pattern). This risk incurs time and
effort to manually review each candidate, which may, again, exceed
the time and effort that has been saved by the automated analysis
(see, e.g., [36]).
To reduce this review effort for smell candidates, we present an
approach that provides the following contributions:
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INTRODUCTION

• We use scenario-based runtime tests to extract relevant
system-execution traces. Based on these execution traces,
different views on method-call dependencies are derived as
decision support (e.g., dependency structure matrices, DSMs;
UML2 sequence diagrams).
• We implemented a software tool called KaleidoScope to obtain tailorable object-oriented design documentation based
on runtime tests to support software engineers in reviewing
smell candidates.
Method-Call Dependencies. Code-smell candidates can be identified by quantifiable phenomena at the level of code structures and
behaviors. These include dependencies between code units (such
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Figure 1: Scenario & runtime perspectives on method-call dependencies for triaging code-smell candidates.

as dependencies between classes or methods). Data on call dependencies between methods can be gathered by different means and
at different binding times. Current approaches for smell detection
and/or refactoring particularly harvest method dependencies based
on static program analysis [29, 41, 43]. In this paper, we suggest
the use of runtime scenario tests to record concrete method calls
(messages). This way, actual (runtime) method-call dependencies
can be investigated and related to each other in the context of a
test-suite structure.
Scenarios & Scenario-based Testing. Scenarios are a popular
means for modeling intended or actual behavior of software systems on different abstraction levels by describing action and event
sequences (see, e.g., [2, 20, 21]). System scenarios can, for example,
be modeled via UML2 sequence diagrams [35]. Scenarios can also
help in selecting and specifying relevant tests (see, e.g., [31, 40]).
For instance, in Behavior-driven Development [33], scenarios are
used for analyzing the behavior of software components. In addition, scenarios are applied for reviewing and investigating different
aspects of software design and architecture (see, e.g., [24, 26]).
Paper structure. The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows. Section 2 gives an overview of our approach. In particular,
it motivates the relevance of method-call dependencies for smell
detection, explains challenges in the evaluation of selected smell
types, and presents perspectives and navigation paths based on
scenarios and method-call dependencies. In Sect. 3, we introduce

our KaleidoScope tool. Here, we describe how the proposed model
perspectives are derived and explain how KaleidoScope can be applied for assessing corresponding smell candidates. In Sect. 4, we
discuss further assessment options and reflect on the approach’s
limitations. Section 5 discusses related work and Sect. 6 concludes
the paper.

2

APPROACH

Figure 1 depicts the main artifacts produced in our approach. The
data obtained from scenario-based test-execution traces (e.g. actual
call dependencies triggered by executing scenarios, and the contextual data) can be aggregated, filtered, and presented in a number of
ways. For example, the approach allows for the generation of differA, ⃝
B1
ent dependency structure matrices (DSMs; [8]). The DSMs ⃝
B2 provide the correlations between scenarios and system units
and ⃝
in different tailorable ways. For example, a unit can be a package, a
class, or a method. By selecting a specific unit, the dependencies
of the corresponding sub-units are depicted (zoom into unit). In
particular, the matrices display method-call frequencies (e.g., in
terms of heatmaps). Among other things, it can be distinguished
between the amount of calls in total or the amount of different
sub-units called.
A shows whether and how speThe scenario-to-unit matrix in ⃝
cific units are covered by test scenarios. Different navigation options
exist for this perspective: For instance, by selecting one or multiple
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scenarios, the (active/passive) call dependencies between specific
system units can be investigated in the scenario-based unit-to-unit
B1 ). By selecting a system unit, the method calls from or
matrix (in ⃝
to the selected unit and their target or source units respectively as
B2 .
well as the corresponding scenarios are displayed in ⃝
Moreover, the dependencies between units in terms of mutual
method calls are displayed via UML2 sequence diagrams [35]. For
C reflects the interactions during
example, the sequence diagram in ⃝
a selected scenario (or set of scenarios). The sequence diagram in
D reports on the interactions of a selected unit (with other units)
⃝
C by zooming into the
during a selected scenario (detail view of ⃝
unit interaction). In addition to the DSMs, these sequence diagrams
include behavioral details of methods; e.g., in terms of the order of
method calls (relative/absolute order), transitive dependencies to
other methods, the calling method(s) as well as passed arguments
and return values.

2.1

Triaging Procedure

Smell triage is the systematic process of determining a smell candidate’s condition as either false positive, intentional, or bad
smell as well as its priority for refactoring planning. This is akin
to systematic forms of bug triage (see, e.g., [6]). The triage of a
candidate includes two basic decision steps (see Fig. 2).
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the effort and change impact of potential refactorings on the program and the test suite are estimated for planning and prioritizing
refactoring steps.

2.2

Triaging Smell Candidates

Subsequently, we focus on a set of code smells, which manifest
in terms of dependencies between units (e.g., packages, classes,
methods) via method calls. First, we address functionally similar
methods (as a specific kind of DuplicateCode). Second, we demonstrate the usability for a group of smells concerning modularization
problems (as kinds of a Broken Modularization). For each smell,
we first describe relevance, symptoms, challenges in evaluating the
smell as well as common refactoring options. We close by detailing
the decision support required by the smells.
Duplicate Code. This smell occurs if two or more pieces of code
show an identical or similar structure or behavior (see, e.g., [13, 49]).
Duplicate code in general is problematic, since its redundancy produces problems in maintenance or evolution activities. A set of
duplicate methods is also an indicator for a DuplicateAbstraction design smell.
Functionally similar methods are introduced, for example, in
case the same or similar functionality is developed independently
by different developers. Thus, such code clones (type-4 clones [39])
seldom show syntactic similarity. Wagner et al. [52] figured out that
less than 1% of clones show full similarity, and less than 12% only
partial similarity. Different approaches for identifying functionally
similar code exist (see, e.g., [14, 22, 47, 48]). In particular, these
approaches use different criteria for evaluating behavioral similarity
of methods: black box (similar input/output behavior), AST-based
or PDG-based approaches (similar internal behavior). A variation
of the latter is assessing the dependencies to other methods, i.e.
the set of methods called by or calling the candidate methods. This
way, smell candidates are methods calling the identical or largely
overlapping sets of other methods.

Static analysis
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Figure 2: Key candidate states during a triage.
Candidate set

At first, in a symptom-based investigation and assessment, the
smell candidates are identified and assessed on basis of different
phenomena (e.g., method-call dependencies and aggregates thereof).
This evaluation can be assisted by smell-detection tools and is about
filtering out false positives based on candidate sets obtained
from these detection tools. In a second step, a smell candidate (i.e.,
now a true positive in terms of the detection technique) is reassessed in light of a) its structural and behavioral context and of
b) the related design decisions such as documented or recovered
design rationale. After this, a smell candidate has been rated either
as an intentional or bad smell. In case of a bad smell, finally
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Figure 3: Towards spotting candidates for functionally similar methods.
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Figure 3 depicts the challenges in evaluating functionally similar
methods via method-call dependencies. Two exemplary methoddependency graphs are depicted (A and B). Not all method dependencies identified using static analysis (see A0 and B0 ) are likely
to appear during system execution. In particular, parametrization
and dependency injection may render a different picture of actual
dependencies (see A1 and B1 ). From this angle, while A0 shows an
identical set of called methods {x,y}, since A1 reveals that during execution the called sets are not identical: {x},{y}, and {x,y}. In contrast,
B0 represents a false negative, since in B1 two pairs of identical call
sets ({y} and {x,y}) are identified (hidden candidate). This way, both
A0 and B1 can serve as starting point for the triage procedure.
Besides the called sets, other challenges occur in comparing the
behavior of the candidate methods, such as the order of actually
called methods, the transitive dependencies (to methods called by
the targeted methods), the given usage context of the methods (usage scenario, calling methods), and the actually passed arguments
and return values.
Broken Modularization. Modularization is the principle of creating cohesive and loosely coupled modules (e.g, packages, classes,
methods). Core enabling practices to achieve modularization include (see, e.g., [49]):
• localize related data and methods
• decompose abstractions
• avoid cyclic dependencies (see, e.g., [28])
• limit dependencies between modules
Modularization smells violate one or more of these principles, often caused by misplaced methods or fields. For example, the FeatureEnvy smell contradicts these principles.1 Restoring the principles above demands for refactoring these smells by performing one
or multiple MoveMethod or MoveField factorizations.
In particular, FeatureEnvy manifests as a method that seems
more interested in a class other than the one it actually is defined in
[13]. In other words, a FeatureEnvy candidate can be identified by
measuring the amount of called foreign methods or fields (owned
by other classes) in relation to self calls.
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Runtime analysis
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Figure 4 depicts the challenges in evaluating a FeatureEnvy
candidate using method-call dependencies for two given examples
A and B. Not all dependencies identified in static program data
(A0 and B0 ) become manifest during system execution (A1 and B1 ).
While method x1 in A0 contains 3 inter-class and 1 intra-class call
definitions and, thus, can be considered as a smell candidate, it turns
out to be not significant for the scope of selected system scenarios,
since only the class-internal method call is actually triggered (see
A1 ). In turn, method x1 in B0 provides static references to three classinternal and two external methods. Depending on a given threshold,
it might not be identified as a smell candidate. In contrast, during
scenario execution, only the two inter-class calls can be tracked.
This result suggests for further investigation of x1 (as a hidden
smell candidate).
Decision Support. The discussed examples illustrate the challenges for assessing smell candidates based on symptoms in methodcall dependencies. As pointed out, by applying runtime scenarios,
hidden candidates can be identified and the relevance of candidates
(from a scenario perspective) can be investigated. In support of
investigating dependencies between different program units (e.g.,
classes, methods), dependency structure matrices (DSMs) are a
popular means (see, e.g., [8]). Essential for scenario-driven smell
assessment are especially the scenario coverage of units as well
as the call relations between different (kinds of) units during scenario execution (see Fig. 1). The second step in smell triage includes
the re-assessment of given candidates based on the structural and
behavioral design context of candidates for deciding whether the
candidate is actually a bad or an intentional smell (e.g., as result of applying a particular design pattern). Design models such as
UML2 sequence diagrams derived from executing runtime scenarios
can assist in reviewing the method-call interactions. Our approach
allows for tailoring the scope of the derived diagrams to narrow
down on the relevant behavioral context of smell candidates (see
Fig. 1).

3

As an early proof of concept, we extended our existing tool KaleidoScope2 [17] to support the proposed approach to scenario-based
smell triage. KaleidoScope allows for recording test executions and
the guided derivation of scenario-based artifacts from the executiontrace data (see Fig. 5). In support of our triage approach, KaleidoScope provides dependency structure matrices (DSMs) and UML2
sequence diagrams for different scopes (see Fig. 1).

3.1
Y
y1
y2

TOOL SUPPORT

Process Overview

KaleidoScope instruments a given test framework (e.g., STORM [45]
or the BDD framework TclSpec [42]) to collect test-execution trace
1 and ⃝
2 in
data and stores it in a corresponding trace model (see ⃝
Fig. 5).3 Driven by the developer’s view selection (e.g., by selecting

Candidate
2 KaleidoScope

Figure 4: Towards spotting candidates for FeatureEnvy.
1 Other

relevant modularization smells are, for example: CyclicDependency, DataClumps, DataClass, MessageChain, and DispergedCoupling.

is publicly available for download at [16]. For details on the derivation
process, also see [17, 18].
3 Given that a developer is interested in specific parts of the test suite only (e.g., a
set of scenarios), she can select this subset for test execution. This way, the cost
of instrumenting the test execution and processing the extracted trace data can be
reduced.
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Figure 5: Conceptual overview of KaleidoScope.

3 , it aggregates the extracted testscenario, unit and report type) ⃝
execution trace data to corresponding matrices and creates scoped
4.
UML2 sequence diagrams ⃝
In particular, KaleidoScope is implemented in NX/Tcl [32]. XMI
test-execution trace models are extracted by using NX/Tcl introspection techniques. A set of Query/View/Transformation operational
(QVTo) [34] mappings then transcripts the pair of trace model and
view model (reflecting the user’s view configuration) into scoped
UML2 interaction models [35] (also handled in XMI). By integrating the Quick Sequence Diagram editor [44], the models are then
automatically visualized as UML2 sequence diagrams. The derived
dependency structure matrices can be processed and visualized
using R.

3.2
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(2) Select methods: In particular, the two candidate methods getBillableAmount() and calculateAmount() owned by two different classes call the identical set of methods. The user selects these
two methods and KaleidoScope generates a scenario-to-method
A in Fig. 1), which reports on the scenario coverage of
matrix ( ⃝
the corresponding methods.
(3) Check the usage context: Identifying the covering scenarios is a
prerequisite for selecting the corresponding interaction diagram.
Moreover, the scenario coverage can support in assessing the
behavioral context of the candidate methods.
(4) Select scenario: After selecting a specific method and scenario,
KaleidoScope automatically creates a corresponding scenarioD in Fig. 1).
based method-interaction diagram ( ⃝

Triage Walk-Throughs

In what follows, we want to briefly walk the reader through triaging
the two smells exemplified in Sect. 2.2 (i.e., functionally similar
methods and FeatureEnvy) using KaleidoScope. The underlying
code examples used in these walk throughs are available from the
resources section at [16].
Functionally Similar Methods. The activity diagram in Fig. 6
depicts a triage of a candidate for functionally similar methods. The
triage steps are the following:
(1) Analyze inter-method call dependencies: The smell candidates
are identified by assessing the methods via the overlapping sets
of called methods during scenario-test execution. For example,
B1 in Fig. 1) shows three methods
an inter-method matrix (see ⃝
(candidate set) with an overlapping set of multiple called methods.

Figure 7: The generated scenario-based method-interaction
diagrams help inspect on common and varying details of the
candidate method getBillableAmount() of class LifelineSite and the candidate method calculcateAmount() of class
ResidentialSite.
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(5) Analyze method behavior & Compare methods’ behaviors: The
resulting interaction diagrams allow for inspecting behavioral
details of the candidate methods (for the given example, see Fig.
7). These details include the orders of called methods relative to
each other or in absolute terms, transitive method calls (chaining),
the identity sets of calling and called objects, the calling methods,
as well as the input/output behavior in terms of passed arguments
and return values.
In this example, the preliminary triage decision is true positive. A first symptom is the identical set of called methods. Moreover, the set of participating classes (SiteConfig and Tax) is identical. The methods called by the candidates are partly in a relative
order, i.e. units() is called before rate() and standardTaxRate()
before getIndividualTaxRate(). Moreover three called methods
show an identical input/output behavior, only getIndividualTaxRate differs. However, for deciding whether the smell is bad
or intentional, further investigation is necessary (e.g. by reviewing documented or recovered design-rationale documentation; see
Review design context in Fig. 6). So far, the two methods show a
high level of behavioral similarity and are candidates for a TemplateMethod refactoring. For this reason, the relation between
the classes (Complex and Clerk) and the behavioral context of the
calling methods (calculateExpenses() and checkManagedObjects()) triggering the candidate methods need to be reviewed
(see Estimate impact of TemplateMethod in Fig. 6). For a discussion
on the investigation options provided by KaleidoScope regarding
the refactoring impact, see Sect. 4.
FeatureEnvy. The activity diagram in Fig. 8 depicts a triage of
a FeatureEnvy candidate using KaleidoScope. The steps involved
are the following:
(1) Analyze inter-class coupling: In order to identify candidate classes,
the call dependencies between classes are assessed. The scenariobased inter-class matrix in Table 1a) depicts the corresponding
call dependencies between source and target classes. In particular,
it shows the amount of different methods called during scenario
B1 in Fig. 1). This way, it can be observed that class
execution ( ⃝
C triggers calls to more methods of other classes than to methods of the own (4 vs. 3, see Table 1a)), which can be considered
suspicious (“smelly”) behavior.
(2) Select source class(es) & analyze method-to-class coupling: In
order to identify the corresponding methods, the user can select
the candidate source-class C. KaleidoScope then automatically
creates a corresponding method-to-class matrix. By inspecting
the matrix in Table 1b), the candidate methods c2 and c3 can be
identified, i.e., methods triggering more inter-class method calls
than calls to methods of the own class (c2: 3 vs. 1 and c3: 1 vs. 0).
(3) Select target class(es): To understand which methods are used
by the candidate methods, the corresponding target classes (A
and B) are selected by the user.
(4) Analyze inter-method coupling: The generated scneario-based
inter-method matrix in Table 1c) finally reports on the call relations between the calling methods of class C and the called
methods of classes A and B. In particular, in contrast to the two
other matrices, it reflects the method-call frequencies.
In this example, the preliminary triage decision is true positive. Especially for method c2 during scenario execution, more call
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Table 1: Exemplary dependency structure matrices (DSMs).
The inter-class matrix in Table a) relates source classes (left)
to target classes (top) and reports on the amount of different methods called during scenario execution. The intermethod matrix in c) reports on the method-call frequencies.
Underlined numbers indicate inter-class method calls.

dependencies to methods of class B are identified than to features
of the own class C. The high level of coupling between c2 and class
B (in terms of multiple used methods, see Table 1c) ) might be a
first indicator for a bad smell. In order to decide whether the smell
is intentional or bad, the related behavioral context needs to be
reviewed (see Analyze method behavior in Fig. 8).
Our approach and KaleidoScope open up further investigation
options regarding the behavioral candidate context and the change
impact of refactoring options (such as MoveMethod for the FeatureEnvy candidate). Please see the discussion in Sect. 4.
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DISCUSSION

In this workshop paper, we reported on work-in-progess and thus
limit ourselves to illustrative examples of smells, for which methodcall dependencies are primary indicators. In particular, the presentation is limited to FeatureEnvy, as a relevant example of a
Modularization smell, and functionally similar methods (kind of
DuplicateCode) because they have been reported as being relevant and representative by empirical research on smells (see, e.g.,
[7, 23]). In the following, we discuss preliminary results regarding
extended triaging questions (such as identifying intentional smells
as well as estimating the change-impact of potential refactorings),
the assessment of other smell types, and its application to large(r)
software systems.
Bad vs. Intentional Smells. Ruling out smell candidates as being true positives with respect to a particular detection technique
or tool does not necessarily imply a smell realizing a bad smell [11].
On the one hand, evidence from empirical work on smells and their
actual impact on maintainability draws a inconclusive picture. On
the other hand, design decisions (e.g., applying a certain design
pattern) typically incur trade-offs including smelly structure and behavior. These challenges raise the barriers to adopting tool-assisted
smell detection techniques, because they often require developers
to review the code bases and/or the design specification manually
all over again. We feel that our approach and KaleidoScope can
assist in answering such extended triaging questions that directly
depend on a design-decision context.
Consider, for example, that a combination of FeatureEnvy and
CyclicDependency is first identified based on dependency structure matrices (DSMs) alone (or signalled by a conventional detection
tool). To rule out the possibility of these smell occurrences being
(intentional) consequences of applying a variant of the visitor
pattern and its double-dispatch protocol [11], developers can investigate the corresponding method-interaction diagrams provided by
KaleidoScope (see Analyze method behavior in Fig. 8). From these
diagrams (for an example, see Fig. 9), the double-dispatch protocol
(and naming conventions) hinting at visitor may become apparent; avoiding an otherwise more laborious direct code-inspection
exercise.
accept(visitor) visit(element)
sd scenX

CyclicDependency
FeatureEnvy

Refactoring Impact. The impact of potential refactorings on
a system’s maintainability and project priorities must be systematically considered in triaging decisions. Our approach provides
artifacts as decision support to run a tentative change-impact analysis of possible refactoring options. Consider FeatureEnvy as an
example for which one or several MoveMethod refactorings are
commonly considered as action items. To prepare a MoveMethod
refactoring, using KaleidoScope, a developer can tackle the following
questions (see also Estimate Impact of MoveMethod in the bottom
activity in Fig. 8).
• Impact on program: Which calling methods depend on the candidate method to be moved? The answer can be explored using
our approach’s inter-method matrix, for example.
• Impact on test suite: Which scenario tests cover the method to be
moved? To prepare an answer, our approach offers the scenarioto-method matrix.
• Move target: Which existing classes are eligible owners of the
candidate method to be moved? Candidate targets are classes
coupled to the method, either as owning class of multiple called
methods or as owner of methods calling the candidate method.
Our approach suggests potential candidates providing methodto-class and class-to-method matrices.
This way, developers are supported in reviewing the effort of
intended refactorings, which can help in estimating the costs for repaying the design debt incurred by a given FeatureEnvy instance.
Other Smell Types. We plan to systematize scenario-based triaging options for other smell categories, such as Abstraction, Encapsulation, Hierarchy as well as other Modularization design
smells. This will also require us to include additional analysis techniques and program data (e.g., data and subclass dependencies) as
well as additional visualization types (e.g., UML class diagrams)
into KaleidoScope (e.g., to extract and visualize inheritance relations
with scenarios as slicing criterion). Thereby, we intend to explore
the further potential of using runtime scenarios for identifying and
assessing smells. For instance, multiple smell types manifest via the
usage context such as MissingAbstraction (a.k.a. DataClumps)
or MultifacedAbstraction (a class with multiple responsibilities,
similar to GodClass) [49]. The challenge in assessing MultifacedAbstraction candidates is to identify and to distinguish the class’s
responsibilities. Via the runtime scenarios, involved methods as
well as calling and called methods of other classes, different usage
contexts can be investigated. Our approach can help identify and
assess such candidates. For example, the class-based scenario-toB2 in Fig. 1) can be inspected, which reports
method matrix (see ⃝
on the (active/passive) dependencies of a selected candidate class
to methods of other classes and the runtime scenarios triggering
these calls.

(potential candidate)

Figure 9: The generated scenario-based unit-interaction diagrams help identify intentional smells (e.g., a methodinteraction diagram reflecting the double-dispatch protocol
of the Visitor design pattern).

Scalability. To explore our approach’s capabilities and performance characteristics, we intend to apply our KaleidoScope to
large(r) real-world and third-party software systems. We are currently preparing its application to a collection of Graph Product Line
implementations (GPL; [27]), as a standard problem on software
composition, as well as to the BusinessActivity framework and runtime engine [46], which features a comprehensive scenario-based
test suite (including 357 test scenarios with about 30k individual
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assertions). The matrices in Figs. 10 and 11 depict exemplary preliminary results of applying KaleidoScope to the BusinessActivity
framework.

Figure 10: Exemplary generated scenario-to-method matrix
reporting on the scenario coverage of methods (y-axis: 357
test scenarios, x-axis: selected methods; called vs. not called)
in the BusinessActivity framework [46].

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Exemplary generated scenario-to-class matrices
(y-axis: selected test scenarios, x-axis: selected classes). Matrix a) reports on the amount of different methods called,
and matrix b) reports on the amount of different methods
triggering inter-class method calls in the BusinessActivity
framework [46].

5

RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, data obtained from or visualization
of test-based execution traces have not been applied for assessing
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smell candidates so far. Related work can be roughly divided into
two groups: tools and approaches for (1) trace visualization and for
(2) code or design critique.
On the one hand, multiple approaches exist for visualizing execution traces (see, e.g., [4, 50, 51]). Only a few approaches address the
visualization of test-execution traces by including test information
and test structure though. Thereby, the primary purpose of collecting and analyzing test-based execution traces is understanding the
system’s behavior [5]. Moreover, execution traces are also used for
understanding or investigating the system’s structure/architecture
during runtime [38], e.g., also in terms of architecture slicing [25].
On the other hand, multiple approaches aim to assist in evaluating smells or debt items on different levels such as code smells [30]
or architectural debt [12]. Other popular code and design critique
tools (such as [3, 19, 55]) offer options to explore a program’s design by visualizing different kinds of dependencies, e.g., in terms of
dependency graphs or DSMs. Among these approaches, especially
those are related that use method dependencies (and dependency
metrics) for assessing smells and/or suggesting refactoring options
[29, 41, 43]. In general, these approaches and tools mostly apply
static-analysis techniques. So far, we are not aware of any smellevaluation or detection tool that leverages runtime-analysis techniques. Our approach (built on runtime scenarios) complements
these static-analysis tools in the sense that identified candidates
can be further investigated (e.g. regarding scenario relevance or
behavioral design context). Additionally, hidden candidates can be
detected by our approach.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an approach for supporting the triage
of code-smell candidates by analyzing method-call dependencies
extracted from scenario-based runtime tests. Using our KaleidoScope tool, the test-execution traces are automatically processed
into different model perspectives such as dependency structure
matrices (DSMs) and UML2 sequence diagrams. The scenario-based
analysis is proposed as a complement to existing critique tools built
on static program data. This way, candidates identified by staticanalysis tools can be proved as potentially false or not relevant from
a runtime-scenario perspective. In turn, candidates can be identified which are not recognizable by applying static analysis tools
(hidden candidates). However, the resulting views can also serve as
decision support in the evaluation process independent from other
tools. Besides assisting in the identification of code-smell candidates
(symptom-based identification and assessment), the test-generated
views also provide support for answering extended triaging questions regarding aspects of the system context; such as deciding
whether a candidate is bad or intentional, or estimating the impact
of potential refactorings.
In our future work, we will apply the approach for assessing smell
candidates in larger software systems. Moreover, we will explore
the approach’s further possibilities for assessing other smell types,
for identifying intentional smells as well as for refactoring planning.
In addition, we plan to investigate, how human users benefit from
using the provided perspectives for triaging smell candidates.

Towards Triaging Code-Smell Candidates
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